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«R4Aj«/:i-7r,i Telegram

The Ambassador in Israel (Davis) to the Department of State *

SECRET , TEL Aviv, March 7, 1952—3 p. m.
922. Re Depcirtel 758, Mar. 4. Emb believes still too early judge

real significance and effect "peace feelers" and whether they may
lead to improvement Arab-Israel relations. Official and public com-
ment here has been cautious with strong undertone suspicion of
Arab motives. Suspect attempt achieve acceptance Arab League
Collective Security Org as chosen instrument ME defense (Embtel
881, Feb 27, 2 891 and 897, Feb 29, 905, Mar 3 3).

Emb concurs in views probable significance of developments in
question not great. Considers them noteworthy only because even
slight change in generally negative attitude is hopeful.

DAVIS

1 Repeated to London, Paris, Ankara, Amman, Baghdad, Cairo, Damascus, Jerusa-
lem, Beirut, and Karachi. , . • • • : .

* In telegram 891, Feb. 29, the Embassy referred to apprehension on the part of
the Israeli press that the inclusion of the Arab states in a regional military struc-
ture would be to the ultimate disadvantage of Israel. (684A.86/2-2952)

3 In telegram 905, Mar. 3, the Embassy reported in part that although there was a
genuine interest in "peace feelers" from Arab sources, official and public reaction in
Israel was one of caution or suspicion. (684A.86/3-352)

No. 414

684A^6/3-952: Telegram

The Ambassador in Iraq (Crocker) to the Department of State,1

SECRBT , BAGHDAD, March 9,1952—9 a. m.
726. Depcirtel 758, March [4]. Emb has observed little or no

change indicating relaxation Iraq-Israel tension. Nuri has repeat-
edly stressed, probably sincerely, (1) his conception collective secu-
rity pact as being defensive without aggressive intention re Israel,
(2) his view that pact eld be basis for wider defense arrangements
against external threat (Embdesp 822 Mar 5 2). Such statements,
however, shld not be interpreted as indicating real decrease basis

1 Repeated to Tel Aviv, Cairo, Beirut, Damascus, Tripoli, Benghazi,' Jidda,
Amman, and Jerusalem.

2 Not printed; it described a conversation with Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Pasha
on the question of Middle East defense. (780.5/3-552)


